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Abstract 

Converging plasma jets can form warm dense matter (WDM) and may be able to reach 
the regime of high energy density plasmas (HEDP).  The successful application of plasma 
jets to magneto-inertial fusion (MIF) would heat the plasma by fusion products and 
should increase the plasma energy density.  This paper reports the results of using the 
University of Wisconsin’s 1-D Lagrangian, radiation-hydrodynamics, fusion code 
BUCKY to investigate two MIF converging plasma jet test cases originally analyzed by 
R. Samulyak, P. Parks, and L. Wu [Physics of Plasmas 17, 092702 (2010)].  In these 
cases, 15 cm or 5 cm radially thick deuterium plasma jets merge at 60 cm from the origin 
and converge radially onto a magnetized target of radius 5 cm.  The BUCKY calculations 
reported here, starting at the time of impact of the plasma jets on the target, model the 
compression and expansion of deuterium-tritium plasma jets with the same mass density 
and thickness.  One-temperature and two-temperature BUCKY results differ considerably 
for the thicker liner case, reflecting the sensitivity of the calculations to details of the 
timing and plasma parameters.  Compared to Samulyak, et al., the BUCKY code results 
showed similar behavior of the plasma, except for a much longer dwell time near 
maximum compression.  

 
 



I.  INTRODUCTION 

The well documented importance of high energy density plasmas (HEDP)1,2,3,4,5 motivates 
investigating the use of plasma jets to form HEDP.  An intriguing possibility is that the leverage 
of fusion-product heating might generate plasmas of even higher energy density through 
magneto-inertial fusion (MIF).  Often called magnetized-target fusion (MTF), MIF constitutes 
one potential option for pulsed power generation of electricity.6  The MIF path to HEDP grew 
out of the pinch program, which was—along with stellarators and magnetic mirrors—one of the 
earliest avenues of fusion investigation,7 and out of pulsed magnetic field generation research.8  
Pulsed power concepts seek to implode a plasma to high temperature and confine it for times 
sufficiently long to produce substantial fusion energy. 

In MIF, a converging, initially solid, liquid, or plasma external conductor implodes a magnetized 
plasma through inertia and magnetic flux conservation.9,10 The MIF concept relies on the 
magnetic field of the target to reduce thermal conduction and on the liner's inertia to facilitate 
transient plasma stability and confinement. The early MIF research focused on solid or liquid 
liners.  Scientists performed a modest amount of MIF research during the 1980s and early 
1990s.10   In the mid-to-late 2000s, MIF research benefited particularly by collaborations on an 
MIF proof-of-principle experiment,11 led by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and the 
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL).  This also stimulated related research,12,13,14 including 
successful experiments on imploding solid liners15 and creating a suitable field-reversed 
configuration (FRC) for the target.16,17 

The idea of replacing the solid or liquid liner with plasma jets was invented in the late 1990s.18,19 
The advantage of plasma liners over solid or liquid liners for MIF is the ability of plasma guns to 
produce plasma jets that reach very high velocities while a sufficient standoff distance protects 
the guns from the fusion blast.  One key aspect of merging plasma jets has been tested 
successfully in cylindrical geometry at moderate energy (24 kJ plasma guns) at AFRL,20 and 
HyperV Corporation also has an active experimental program in this area.21 

This paper reports 1-D radiation hydrodynamics calculations that use a Lagrangian computer 
code to simulate the compression and fusion burn for cases closely related to two cases 
computationally evaluated in Ref. 22, which in turn were based on a theoretical analysis 
developed in Ref. 23.  This paper will not address plasma instabilities, which require a higher-
dimensional analysis. 

 

II.  COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH  

The University of Wisconsin’s BUCKY computer code24,25 serves as the workhorse 
computational tool for much of the UW’s pulsed power plasma physics research, including MIF, 
Z-pinch,26 and inertial-confinement fusion (ICF).27  BUCKY is a 1-D, Lagrangian, radiation-
hydrodynamics fusion code that can simulate plasmas in planar, cylindrical, or spherical 
geometries.  It solves single-fluid equations of motion with pressure contributions from 
electrons, ions, radiation, and fast charged particles.  Plasma energy transfer can be treated using 
either a one-temperature (Te=Ti) or two-temperature model.  In the latter case, the electrons and 
ions are assumed to have Maxwellian distributions defined by Te and Ti.  The temperature 
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equations are coupled by an electron-ion energy exchange term and each equation has a PdV 
work term.  The BUCKY code uses equation-of-state and opacity lookup tables.  For the present 
calculations, a computational procedure that solves rate equations for detailed atomic models as 
described in Ref. 28 was used to generate the tables.  In addition to radiation, BUCKY includes 
heating due to the deposition of fast charged particles and neutrons during the fusion burn phase.  
Fusion burn equations from D-T, D-D, and D-3He reactions are solved, and the charged-particle 
reaction products are transported and slowed using a time-dependent, particle-tracking algorithm.  
Neutrons are deposited in the target using an escape probability model.  Fast-ion fusion products 
and target microexplosion debris are tracked using either local deposition or a time-, energy-, and 
species-dependent stopping power model.  Stopping powers are computed using a Lindhard 
model at low projectile energies and a Bethe model at high energies. 

The BUCKY code and related Mathematica® pre- and post-processor notebooks for the BUCKY 
results have been modified in several ways to address MIF physics: 

1. Added magnetic-field enhanced Braginskii perpendicular thermal conductivities29 for the 
electrons (subscript e) and ions (subscript i): 
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where k is Boltzmann’s constant, m is mass, n is density, T is temperature, τ is 90° 
scattering collision time, and ωc is cyclotron frequency. 

2. Added magnetic flux conservation during magnetized target compression to BUCKY.  
Because BUCKY is a 1-D code, a pseudo-spherical magnetic field with conserved r2B was 
invoked.  The physics basis for this assumption has been demonstrated for ICF capsules at 
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics.30  This assumption should model the electron heat 
transport and magnetic pressure reasonably well, but end effects remain to be assessed. 

3. Developed a Mathematica® notebook to calculate appropriate MIF input case parameters 
for the BUCKY code.  This notebook calculates various quantities and, in particular, 
assures that the masses of contiguous Lagrangian zones differ by no more than 2%.  This 
notebook also calculates initial zone masses and radii that model a given radial density 
profile. 

 
One key objective of the seminal analysis of plasma-jet MIF was the enhancement of the burn 
time by extending the compressed-target phase using the inertia of a massive liner (outer radial 
zones).18   An approach to analyzing simple test cases for this problem has been published in 
Refs. 22 and 23.  The main objective of the present paper is the comparison of BUCKY 
calculations to two computational cases of Ref. 22.   

 
Because the BUCKY code uses equation-of-state table lookup and a DT table generated by the 
UW EOSOPA code31 was available, the analysis described in this paper uses DT fuel instead of 
the pure deuterium fuel of Ref. 22, but it maintains the same mass density initial profile.  The 
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Ref. 22 cases generate total fusion energies that are very much smaller than the input kinetic 
energy of the plasma jets, so the increased fusion energy generated by the larger DT fusion cross 
section compared to DD should not significantly alter the results. 
 
 
III.  TEST CASES 

The Samulyak, Parks, and Wu22 (hereafter SPW) paper reported one-temperature radiation 
hydrodynamics calculations that used the numerical method of front tracking32,33 and discussed 
several cases.  The two cases of Reference 22 treated here model pure deuterium, spherically 
converging plasma jets, initially of 15 cm or 5 cm thickness, that merge at 60 cm from the origin 
into a spherically symmetric liner of mass density=3.8x10-5 g cm-3, temperature=0.0358 eV, and 
velocity=100 km s-1.  At impact of the liner, the magnetized DD plasma target has an initial 
magnetic field=2 T, radius=5 cm, mass density=8.3x10-6 g cm-3, temperature=100 eV, and ratio 
of specific heats=5/3.  The Fig. 3 of SPW shows a calculation of the mass density as a function 
of radius for the liner at the initial moment of impact with the target.  Because of the difficulty of 
following the liner through the vacuum region between it and the target using a Lagrangian code 
such as BUCKY, the computational results shown in this paper’s Sec. IV start from this SPW 
radial profile of the mass density.  The 15 cm initial thickness liner case of SPW is redrawn from 
Ref. 22, Fig. 3 as the curve labeled “∆liner=0.15 m” in Figure 1. 

In the SPW paper’s other case treated in this paper, the deuterium liner thickness is reduced to 
5 cm at the 60 cm merging radius and the other parameters are kept the same as in the 15 cm 
case.  The liner mass is thereby reduced by a factor of 3.5, and the kinetic energy is decreased by 
the same factor as compared to the 15 cm case.  For the 5 cm thick liner BUCKY calculations, 
the SPW radial density profile of their 15 cm thick liner case has been scaled by keeping the liner 
masses the same for the 5 cm case SPW and BUCKY cases.  The resulting 5 cm initial thickness 
liner case radial density profile also appears in Figure 1. 

The key input parameters for the present computations appear in Table 1, where, for each region 
(target or jets), ξ is the ratio of the mass of zone i+1 to the mass of zone i, Δ is the region 
thickness, r is the zone outer radius, m is the total mass, ave. ρ is the average mass density, Te is 
the electron temperature, v is the initial zone velocity, M is the Mach number, and KE is the total 
kinetic energy. 

For the 15 cm initial thickness liner case (solid red), labeled “∆liner=0.15 m”, the calculation used 
the profile given in Ref. 22, redrawn here from SPW, Fig. 3.  For the 5 cm initial thickness liner 
case, labeled “∆liner=0.05 m”, the density profile was extrapolated from the 15 cm case profile, as 
discussed in Sec. III. 
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Figure 1.  Liner mass density profile at impact with the target used for the BUCKY calculations.   

 

 

Table 1.  Key MIF parameters for the SPW 15 cm initial thickness liner case BUCKY input (DT 
target and jets). 

 Target Jets 

# of zones 200 500 

ξ 1 1.02 

∆ (m) 0.05 0.20 

r (m) 0.05 0.25 

m (g) 0.0043 32 

ave. ρ (kg m-3) 0.0083 0.49 

Te (keV) 100 0.036 

v (km/s) 0 100 

M 0 70 

KE (MJ) 0 160 

 



IV.  RESULTS 

A. Comparison to Samulyak, Parks, and Wu 15 cm deuterium liner case 

1.   One-temperature BUCKY calculation of 15 cm liner case 

The results of running BUCKY to simulate the SPW 15 cm initial thickness liner case appear in 
Figs. 2-9 and Table 2.  Figure 2 shows r-t plots of the Lagrangian constant-mass zones for the 
convergence and expansion of the plasma liner and target for: (a) the full extent of the initial 
target and jet plasma zones, and (b) the near-axis plasma.  Figure 3 plots the positions of the 
liner-target interfaces predicted by this BUCKY calculation and Ref. 22’s front tracking-code; 
the BUCKY result shows a much longer dwell time than does the SPW calculation.  The 
BUCKY calculation’s behavior qualitatively agrees with Ref. 18 and a recent paper that predicts 
plasma jet parameters can be chosen to give a “bounce-free” (very long dwell time) implosion.34   

Figure 4 illustrates the detailed time evolution of all zones for the DT reaction rate, total 
pressure, fluid velocity, plasma temperature, average charge state, and mass density.  As the DT 
reaction rate and total pressure plots of Figure 4 illustrate, the BUCKY code predicts that for this 
case the DT reaction rate and peak pressure are approximately synchronous and remain near their 
peak values for a few tenths of a μs.    The peak plasma temperature of 8.8 keV occurs in the 
innermost target zone, and the average target plasma temperature is 2.3 keV.  These values are 
slightly below the SPW peak temperature of over 10 keV and average temperature of 5.2 keV. 

One key question of magneto-inertial fusion is how long the plasma target remains compressed, 
the so-called “dwell time”, sometimes characterized by the time for the radius and pressure to 
rise to twice the radius or half the pressure of their values at maximum compression.  These 
times, radii, and pressures for the BUCKY calculations of the SPW 15 cm initial thickness liner 
case appear in Table 2.  Note that a steep change in pressure with time necessitates interpolation 
due to the BUCKY code’s output occurring at discrete intervals, although the half-pressure time 
can be bracketed to within 0.1 μs.  As Figure 3 illustrates, the BUCKY code predicts that the 
target remains highly compressed for about 2 μs, and the approximate measure, listed in Table 2, 
is that it takes 2.25 μs to reach twice the radius at maximum compression, whereas SPW predict 
~0.22 μs for this to happen.  The calculated minimum interface radius is similar in both cases, 
0.62 cm for BUCKY and 0.73 cm for SPW, as is the target-liner interface’s asymptotic 
expansion velocity, 0.77 μs cm-1 for BUCKY and 0.58 μs cm-1 for SPW.  Both codes predict 
roughly equal times for the interface zone to go from maximum to half-maximum pressure: 
0.26 μs for the BUCKY code and 0.22 μs for SPW.  The BUCKY code predicts a peak pressure 
at the interface of 14 Mbar compared to 11 Mbar for SPW. 
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Figure 2.  Lagrangian (constant mass) zone radii versus time for the BUCKY DT plasma-jet MIF 
calculation of the 15 cm initial thickness liner case of Ref. 22: (a) r<25 cm and (b) near-axis 
zones, r<2 cm.  Target zones 1-200 use the dark rainbow colors of Mathematica®, and liner 
zones 201-700 use the fall colors.  All subsequent Lagrangian zone plots in this paper use this 
color scheme. 

 

Figure 3.  Calculations of the BUCKY code (dashed blue) and the Ref. 22 front-tracking 
code (solid red) for the location of the interface between the liner and the target as a function of 
time for the 15 cm initial thickness liner case.  The SPW (Ref. 22) times have been shifted to 
match approximately the slopes of the curves as the plasma jets move inwards. 
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Figure 4.  Selected zone parameters vs. time for the BUCKY DT plasma-jet MIF calculation of 
the 15 cm initial thickness liner case of Ref. 22. 
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Table 2.  Time for the liner-target interface to reach (a) twice the radius or (b) half the pressure 
of the value at maximum compression for the BUCKY run of the SPW 15 cm initial thickness 
liner case.  The ∆t for half pressure is an extrapolated value that is bracketed within 0.1 µs. 

(a) 
 

Time 

(µs) 

Radius 

(cm) 

Min. r 1.1 0.62 
Twice r 3.25 1.27 

∆t  2.15  

 (b) 
 

Time 

(µs) 

Pressure 

(J cm-3) 

Max. P 0.90 1.45 x 106 

Half P 1.16 0.72 x 106 
∆t  0.26  

 

2.  Two-temperature BUCKY calculation of 15 cm liner case 

The results of performing a two-temperature calculation instead of the one-temperature 
calculation of Sec. A.1 and SPW for the 15 cm liner case, when running otherwise the same 
input parameters, appear in Figures 5-9.  In comparison with the r-t plot versus time of the one-
temperature BUCKY calculation (cf. Figure 2b), the two-temperature result in Figure 5 shows 
slightly more compression and a much longer dwell time near maximum compression for zones 
near the axis.  Zones at larger radii show little difference between the 1-T and 2-T calculations.   

The 2-T calculation zone parameters shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 indicate that the core 
plasma stays somewhat cooler than in the 1-T case (cf. Figure 4), but the mass density is higher 
and varies more among the target zones.  The net effect is reduced plasma pressure and fusion 
rates for the 2-T case.  The ion-electron temperature difference (Te-Ti) for all zones vs. time for 
the first 2 µs of the 2-T simulation, which contains all significant temperature differences, 
appears in Figure 7.  The zone fluid velocities vary little between the 1-T and 2-T cases. 



 

Figure 5.  Lagrangian zone radii versus time of the near-axis zones for a two-temperature, 
BUCKY DT plasma-jet MIF calculation of the 15 cm initial thickness liner case. 

 

Figure 6.  Selected zone parameters vs. time for the two-temperature BUCKY DT plasma-jet 
MIF calculation of the 15 cm initial thickness liner case. 
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Figure 7.  Electron-ion temperature difference for the first two μs of the BUCKY calculations of 
the SPW 15 cm initial thickness liner case.22   

3.  Comparison of 1-T and 2-T BUCKY calculations for the 15 cm liner case 

The cumulative fusion energy and the magnetic field in the target as a function of time for the 
1-T and 2-T BUCKY calculations of the 15 cm liner case appear in Figure 8.  Figure 8 shows the 
cumulative fusion energy and indicates that the energy essentially all gets produced within a few 
tenths of a μs in both cases.  Despite the longer dwell time of the plasma near the axis for the 2-T 
case (cf. Figure 2 and Figure 5), the 1-T case’s fusion yield is much larger.  The 2-T case’s peak 
magnetic field is about twice that of the 1-T case.  Figure 9 plots the average target mass density 
and ion temperature vs. time for the 1-T and 2-T calculations. 

The 1-T case’s higher ion temperature and better correlation of maximum density with maximum 
temperature appear to lead to that case’s higher fusion yield.  The differences in zone parameter 
evolution shown in Figure 4 and Figure 6, although relatively small, may alter the shock timing 
and detailed parameter evolution sufficiently to change the fusion yield significantly.  Testing 
whether this trend continues for cases beyond the two SPW cases treated in this paper awaits the 
running of further cases and the exploration of parameter space in depth. 
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Figure 8.  (a) Cumulative fusion energy 
yield and (b) magnetic field vs. time for 
BUCKY 1-T (solid blue) and 2-T (dashed 
maroon) calculations of the SPW 15 cm 
initial thickness liner case.22 

 

Figure 9.  Average (a) mass density and 
(b) ion temperature vs. time for the target 
regions for BUCKY 1-T (solid blue) and 2-
T (dashed maroon) calculations of the SPW 
15 cm initial thickness liner case.22   

B. Comparison to Samulyak, Parks, and Wu 5 cm DD liner case  

For the BUCKY calculations that simulate the SPW 5 cm liner case, the plasma density radial 
profile was extrapolated from the merging time to the time of target impact, as discussed in 
Sec. III.  This makes the results of this section more approximate than those for the 15 cm case, 
where SPW provided a plot of the radial plasma density at the time of target impact.  
Nevertheless, the qualitative features of the results given in this section should remain reasonably 
accurate. 

The BUCKY results for the 5 cm liner case appear in Figs. 10-13.  Figure 10a shows all 
Lagrangian zones, and the near-axis behavior appears in Figure 10b.  Comparing against the 
evolution of the liner-target interface for the 15 cm case, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, 
indicates that the BUCKY calculations find a moderately fast springback (0.7 μs to twice the 
minimum radius and 0.15 μs to half the pressure) for the thin liner, in contrast to the significantly 
longer dwell time for the thick liner case. This behavior agrees substantially with SPW: they 
state that, for the 5 cm case, “the compressed target radius as well as profiles of the temperature, 
density and pressure at stagnation, and the evolution of pressure (deconfinement time) are 
practically identical to those for the 15 cm liner.” 
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The cumulative fusion energy yield and magnetic field vs. time are shown in Figure 12 for the 
15 cm and 5 cm liner BUCKY 1-T calculations.  The average mass density and ion energy in the 
target as a function of time for the 15 cm and 5 cm liner BUCKY 1-T calculations appear in 
Figure 13.  As anticipated from theoretical considerations,18,23 the thinner liner produced a higher 
Q (fusion yield / input kinetic energy) than the thick liner.  The input energy for the 15 cm case 
of 156 MJ, and yield of 0.36 MJ give Q=0.002, while the input energy for the 5 cm case of 44 
MJ and yield of 1.3 MJ give Q=0.03.  The magnitudes of these yields are consistent with 
theoretical expectations for DD or DT liners at these parameters; higher yields and Qs are 
predicted to require high-Z liners.18  The SPW results are that the 15 cm liner case gives 
Q=0.012 and the 5 cm case gives Q=0.041. 

A two-temperature calculation for the 5 cm liner case appears to show a slightly longer dwell 
time than does the 1-T calculation based on the zone r-t plot, but the jet-target interface’s radius 
and pressure evolution measures give nearly the same result (0.7 μs to twice the minimum radius 
and 0.2 μs to half the pressure).  In general, the parameter evolution was analogous to the 
differences between the 1-T and 2-T results for the 15 cm liner case. 

 

 

Figure 10.  Lagrangian zone radii versus time for a 1-T BUCKY calculation showing (a) all 
zones and (b) the near-axis behavior of a case similar to the SPW 5 cm initial thickness liner 
case. 
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Figure 11.  Selected zone parameters vs. time for the BUCKY DT plasma-jet MIF calculation of 
the 5 cm initial thickness liner case. 
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Figure 12.  (a) Cumulative fusion energy 
yield and (b) magnetic field vs. time for 
15 cm (solid blue) and 5 cm (dashed green) 
initial thickness liner BUCKY 1-T 
calculations. 

 

Figure 13.  Average (a) mass density and 
(b) ion temperature vs. time for the target 
regions for 15 cm (solid blue) and 5 cm 
(dashed green) initial thickness liner 
BUCKY 1-T calculations. 
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V.  CONCLUSIONS 

Comparing the results of running the BUCKY code on Samulyak, Parks, and Wu’s 15 cm initial 
thickness liner case22 with that paper’s results supports some features of the SPW model, 
particularly during the early phase when the plasma jets converge toward the target.  The dwell 
and expansion phases show significant differences, however, particularly in that the thick, 
massive liner increases the dwell time of near-maximum compression of the target much more in 
the BUCKY simulations than in Ref. 22.  The thinner, 5 cm initial thickness liner case leads to a 
much faster springback of the compressed plasma, similar to the behavior of the Samulyak, et al. 
results and to typical inertial-confinement fusion (ICF) compression/expansion physics.  The 
SPW paper states that the evolution of the pressure was practically identical for the 5 cm and 
15 cm initial thickness liner cases, so this constitutes a significant difference between this 
paper’s analysis and that of SPW. 
 
Two-temperature calculations appear necessary for accurate calculations.  The one-temperature 
calculations of both the present paper and Ref. 22 differ significantly from the present paper’s 
two-temperature results. 
 
The key conclusion of this paper is that magneto-inertial fusion physics possesses qualitatively 
different features from ICF physics, so the process of finding optimal solutions for high-yield 
target and plasma-jet  parameters may require somewhat different approaches and analyses.  
These BUCKY results possess the encouraging feature that the long dwell time near stagnation at 
relatively high plasma density and temperature gives some confidence that optimizing the input 
parameters would generate cases that significantly increase the total fusion yield and Q.  A future 
paper will treat optimization and parametric exploration. 
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